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INTRODUCTION

In October 2002, the Province of Nova Scotia released A Drinking Water Strategy For Nova Scotia.
This was meant to help provide the framework for managing drinking water supplies across the
province. The strategy outlines a multiple-barrier approach to clean, safe drinking water. This
multiple-barrier approach has three aspects; 1) Keeping clean water clean; 2) Making water safe; and
3) Proving water is safe to drink (NS Environment and Labour, 2004)
In addressing the first part of the drinking water strategy; keeping clean water clean, communities
and operators of water utilities in the province must design a source water protection plan (SWPP).
The first step to a SWPP is the creation of a Source Water Protection Advisory Committee
(SWPAC). A SWPP
advisory committee for the Municipality of the County of Antigonish - Lower South River was
established in July of 2005 to fulfill the first requirement of the SWPP.
This report provides information on the Municipality of the County of Antigonish - Lower South
River Source Water Protection Plan. It includes a description of the wellfield and associated
distribution system, a description of the Source Water Protection Area (SWPA), and identifies the
potential contaminants, risks, and their associated management practices within the Source Water
Protection Area.
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SOURCE WATER PROTECTION PLAN ADVISORY COMMITTEE

An advisory committee meeting was held in July, 2005. Those in attendance from the Municipality
of The County of Antigonish included Alan Bond, Mike O=Leary and Owen McCarron.
Representatives from the NS Dept. of the Environment were David Shea and Fred Bonner. Also in
attendance were Morgan MacDonald (Killam Properties), Billy Shaw (W.G. Shaw and Associates)
and Jason Angel (C.J. MacLellan and Associates Inc.). There were no business owners from the
Lower South River Industrial Park.
There are five aspects of the establishment of an advisory committee which include Goals of the
Committee, Objectives, Commitment, Terms of Reference and Timing.
The Goal of the Committee is to develop a Source Water Protection Plan for the Lower South River
aquifer supply area and provide the Municipality with input and direction on matters concerning land
use issues, planning, water quality and quantity and management of activities and potential
contaminants that may affect the wellfield.
The Objective of the Advisory Committee is to provide advice to address issues related to source
contamination, water quality and quantity, management of land based activities and provide
feedback on the implementation and success of the Protection Plan. A consensus based approach and
individual responsibilities must be understood by all members of the committee prior to the
commencement of decision making tasks.
The Commitment of an individual to the SWPAC will be a minimum of one year. The committee has
established the appointment of a chair person. Once the protection plan is established, at least one
meeting will occur in any given year to provide an opportunity for the committee members to present
issues related to water quality and quantity that have been identified within the Lower South River
area and its existing and future land use, to discuss the issues and attempt to develop achievable
resolutions. Recommendations would be made as necessary to the County of Antigonish for final
decision, and implementation by the appropriate staff, either Utility, Planning or bylaw enforcement.
It is envisioned that all meetings would be held at the County offices such that visual aids can be
employed as needed. The timing of the meetings may vary depending on the need.
The Terms of Reference must be defined to set the Aground rules@ that sets a process as to how
items and issues will be dealt with. All committee members should agree on the process once it has
been established.
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A draft Terms of Reference is included in Appendix AA@ for review.
Timing is such that Provincial strategy is to have all Municipal water supplies in compliance before
April 1, 2008 including the adoption of appropriate Source Water Protection Plans.
Regarding the ongoing local activities, consultation with the NSDEL has been undertaken, the limits
of the protection zones have been identified and the existing risks within and adjacent to these zones
have been documented and mapped in the context of remedial and mitigation measures requirements.
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LOWER SOUTH RIVER WATER SYSTEM

The existing municipal water system is comprised of a wellfield that has six wells penetrating the
local aquifer, a 500,000 gallon storage reservoir, a booster station, water treatment facility and
kilometres of distribution system. This serves approximately 500 residential, commercial, and
industrial users. The six drilled wells were constructed between 1977 and 2002 and are located
primarily to the South and East of the Lower South River Industrial Park being South of TransCanada Hwy#104. (See Appendix B, Drawing No. 1 for detail on the wellfield)
1.2.1

Well Construction & Water Production

The following well information was taken from the 2002 report; Lower South River and St.
Andrews, Water Supply Investigation and Infrastructure Upgrade, C.J. MacLellan and Associates
Inc., and W.G. Shaw and Associates Ltd.
Well No.1 was constructed in 1977 by E.D. Stewart Ltd. at a location of approximately 90 metres
(300 feet) south of the former LSR Water Tank as identified on the enclosed drawing. The well was
drilled to a total depth of 41.8 metres (137=) with 20 cm (8@) diameter casing set to 13.4 metres
(44=). The well produces through open hole conditions (no screens) from the Mudstone/Sandstone
Aquifer between 13.4 and 41.8 metres (5 B 137=). A 72 hour, constant rate pump test was
conducted on Well No.1 between September 16 and 20 of 1977 by E.D. Stewart Ltd. The well was
tested at a constant rate of 135 litres per minute (30 igpm) and had a maximum draw-down of 6.4
metres (21.1=) below the static water level of 1.4 metres (4.6=) below ground surface. The calculated
transmissivity is 4.5 m3/day/m and the long term safe yield is estimated to be 60 litres per minute
(86 cubic metres per day or 13 igpm).
Well No.2 was constructed in 1977 by E.D. Stewart Ltd. at a location of approximately 230 metres
(750 feet) southeast of the former LSR Water Tank. The well was drilled to a total depth of 67.7
metres (222=) with 20 cm (8@) diameter casing set to 13.4 metres (44=). The well produces through
open hole conditions (no screens) from the Mudstone/Sandstone Aquifer between 13.4 and 67.7
metres. A 72 hour, constant rate pump test was conducted on Well No.2 between September 20 and
23 of 1977 by E.D. Stewart Ltd. The well was tested at a constant rate of 135 litres per minute (30
igpm). The pump test record does not provide draw-down data for the pumping well (Well No.2);
however, the NSDEL pump records lists a draw-down of 1.8 metres (6=) in Well No.1 and a drawdown of 1.3 metres (4.6=) in the James Benoit Well. An estimate of the long term safe yield would
be 80 litres per minute (115 cubic metre per day or 18 igpm) for well No. 2.
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Well No.3 was constructed in 1988 by E.D. Stewart Ltd. at a location of approximately 400 metres
(1,300=) south-southwest of the former LSR Water Tank. The well was drilled to a total depth of
44.8 metres (147=) with 15 cm (6@) diameter casing set to 27.4 metres (90=). The well produces
through open hole conditions (no screens) from the Mudstone/Sandstone Aquifer between 27.4 and
44.8 metres. A 72 hour, constant rate pump test was conducted on Well No.3 between April 15 and
18 of 1988 by E.D. Stewart Ltd.. The well was tested at a constant rate of 247 litres per minute (55
igpm) and had a maximum draw-down of 13.5 metres (44.2 feet) below a static water level of 9.1
metres (29.8 feet) below ground surface. The calculated transmissivity is 12.0 m3/day/m and the long
term safe yield is estimated to be 130 litres per minute (187 cubic metres per day or 29 igpm).
Well No.4 was constructed in April 2002, by C&J Martin Well Drilling Ltd. at a location
approximately 350 metres (1,000=) east of LSR Well No.2 and on the property of Mr. Leo
McCarron. The well was drilled to a total depth of 64.0 metres (210=) with 15 cm (6@) diameter
steel casing installed to a depth of 18.3 metres (60=). Well yield from 20 to 51.8 metres (170=) was
from 5 to 10 litres per minute (1 to 2 igpm). Well yield increased markedly as the well penetrated
the siltstone interval at a depth of 51.8 metres and continued to increase to approximately 150 litres
per minute as the well penetrated a sandstone-bearing interval from 59.4 to 62.0 metres (195 B
203=). A 72 hour, constant rate pump test was conducted on LSR Well No.4 between May 23 and
26 of 2002 by W.G. Shaw & Associates Ltd, C.J. MacLellan & Associates, and C&J Martin Well
Drilling Ltd. The well was tested at a constant rate of 150 litres per minute (33 igpm) and had a
maximum draw-down of 6.0 metres (19.7=) below a static water level of 10.5 metres (34.4=) below
ground surface. The calculated transmissivity is 15.1 m3/day/m and the long term safe yield is
estimated to be 200 litres per minute (288 cubic metres per day or 44 igpm).
Well No.5 was constructed on May 14 of 2002 by C&J Martin Well Drilling Ltd. at a location
approximately 380 metres (1,250=) southwest of LSR Well No.3. The well was drilled to a total
depth of 61.0 metres (200=) with 15 cm (6@) diameter steel casing installed to a depth of 12.2
metres (40=). The well yield increased steadily from a rate of about 10 litres per minute (2 igpm) at
a depth of 20.0 to 100 litres per minute (20 igpm) at the total depth of 61 metres (200=). A 72 hour,
constant rate pump test was conducted on LSR Well No.5 between May 27 and 30 of 2002 by W.G.
Shaw & Associates Ltd, C.J. MacLellan & Associates Inc, and C&J Martin Well Drilling Ltd. The
well was tested at a constant rate of 150 litres per minute (33 igpm) and had a maximum draw-down
of 8.5 metres (27.9=) below a static water level of 0.5 metres (1.6=) below ground surface. The
calculated transmissivity is 14.2 m3/day/m and the long term safe yield is estimated to be 100 litres
per minute (144 cubic metres per day or 22 igpm).
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Well No.6 was constructed on October 18 of 2002 by C&J Martin Well Drilling Ltd. at a location
approximately 320 metres (1,000=) southeast of LSR Well No.4. The well was drilled to a total
depth of 67.0 metres (220=) with 15 cm (6@) diameter steel casing installed to a depth of 12.2
metres (40=). A 72 hour, constant rate pump test was conducted on LSR Well No.6 between
November 5th and 8th of 2002 by W.G. Shaw & Associates Ltd, and C&J Martin Well Drilling Ltd.
The well was tested at a constant rate of 260 litres per minute (57 igpm) and had a maximum drawdown of 11.2 metres (36.7=) below a static water level of 10.3 metres (33.8=) below ground surface.
The calculated transmissivity is 15.1 m3/day/m and the long term safe yield is estimated to be 260
litres per minute (364 cubic metres per day or 55 igpm).
The total yield of all six wells is predicted to be 750 l/min. The following summarizes the well
characteristics, production and status as of March, 2008.
Well #

Depth
(m)

Elevation
(m)

Yield
(lpm)

Diameter
(mm)

Date of
production

Status

1

41.8

34

60

200

1978

Dormant

2

67.7

33

80

200

1978

Dormant

3

44.8

40

130

150

1978

Active

4

64.0

49.5

200

150

2002

Active

5

61.0

24.8

100

150

2002

Dormant

6

67.0

52

260

150

2006

Active

1.2.2

Water Treatment

The wells supply a new water treatment facility that incorporates a Filter Ag system, pressure filter
tanks, contact tanks, chlorination, metering and SCADA. The treated water is pumped to a 500,000
imperial gallon standpipe reservoir adjacent to the treatment building. This system incorporates
some existing filters that were placed in the old plant in 2000, and new filter trains to accept
additional flow. Pumps feed the treatment building through transmission lines established in the
well field.
1.2.3

Storage Reservoirs

The Lower South River reservoir is a 2300 cubic meter (500,000 igal) epoxy lined steel standpipe
situated at a base elevation of 48.00 metres. The reservoir is 17.06 metres in height and 13.66 metres
LSR Source Water Protection Advisory Committee
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in diameter. The top of tank finished elevation is 64.76m with an overflow elevation of 64.15m. The
maximum elevation serviced by the reservoir is residential properties on Dunmore road that are at an
elevation of approximately 30 metres. The St. Andrew=s reservoir is a concrete, in ground tank with
booster pumps and has a maximum storage volume of 682m3 (150,000 igal). This facility is situated
at one of the highest elevations within the village. Its average operating volume is 672m3 with a
water level at 77.5m elevation. The new duplex booster station on the Blacksmith Valley Rd.
(located next to STP) was built to increase water pressure for service to St. Andrews.
1.2.4

Distribution System

Distribution is through a 250mm diameter watermain that runs north through the industrial park to
the Trans Canada. Distribution is provided via this main to the Industrial Park businesses. A 200mm
diameter main heads west to the South River where it crosses and then heads south to the Dunmore
Road. Two local streets off the Trans Canada are also serviced by 200mm diameter ductile Iron and
PVC extensions. A 200mm diameter distribution line recently installed on the Dunmore Road l
provides water to local residents, crosses back over the river approximately 5.0 kilometres south of
the Trans Canada and feeds the St. Andrews pressure booster station recently constructed on the
north side of the Blacksmith Valley road near the sewage treatment plant. The line is 4960m in
length and is connected to an existing distribution line that services the Village of St. Andrews.
Within the village, five short dead end distribution lines feed off the main line that range in size from
50mm diameter to 200mm diameter. Piping within the Lower south river area ranges between 5 and
30 years in age (C.J. MacLellan et al, 2002).
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2.0

SOURCE WATER PROTECTION AREA AND WATERSHED

2.1

Source Water Protection Area

The Source Water Protection Area (SWPA) surrounding the Lower South River well field includes
the the three wellhead protection zones. This source water protection area is divided into 3
protection zones that identify varying levels of protection based on associated risks and
transmissivity of the aquifer. The different zones reflect the fact that different types of contaminants
in groundwater will remain for different lengths of time, migrate at different rates and pose varying
levels of health risks. The three protection zones consider travel times for contaminants within
underlying geology and aquifer conditions which extend out to a 25 year travel time limit. The Zone
A area considers a radius around each well head that is owned and fenced by the Municipality.
Zones B and C restrict or recommend management practices for activities across and within these
areas, such that the potential for contamination is minimized. It is expected that the protection plan
will be implemented through the fringe area planning strategy and maintained by the Municipality
and its stakeholder group. The Municipality will post signs identifying the water supply area and the
need for public awareness. These protection zones based on groundwater travel time are:
•
•
•

Zone A - Wellhead Protection Zone
Zone B - Wellfield Protection Zone
Zone C - Recharge Zone

0-3 months travel time
3 months to 5 years travel time
5 to 25 years travel time

These zones have been identified through work conducted during the Lower South River and St.
Andrews water supply investigation (2002) and have been reviewed and accepted by staff from the
local NSEL office at that time.
2.2

Watershed

The Lower South River well field area is owned by the Municipality through the development of the
Industrial Park and private land owners, some of which have granted easements for development and
access of wells No. 4 and 6. (Appendix B, Drawing # 1 provides a topographic plan of the SWPP
area, protection zones, wells and access) The wellfield extends from immediately behind the
existing residential and industrial lands off the Trans Canada for approximately 2000 metres in an
east west direction and 1000 metres in a north south direction. Lands are typically forest covered
with some woods roads, power line infrastructure and communications tower easements. The Lower
South River watershed is located in the ASouth River Low Hills@ natural landscape. This landscape
is characterized by gently rolling terrain with elevations of that reach range from sea level along the
south coast of St. George Bay to as high as 90 metres (300=) in the upland areas.
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Land uses within the watershed include the following:
$
agricultural (mainly hay fields)
$
residential
$
industrial (mainly in the LSR Industrial Park)
$
commercial (restaurants, convenience stores)
$
Utility Corridor
$
Transportation corridor
Surface drainage originates in the headwaters of South River, approximately 15 kilometres south of
the LSR Wellfield. From the headwaters, several tributaries flow northward for about 25 kilometres
at which point they discharge into Antigonish Harbour. The Lower South River area is underlain by
bedrock units of predominantly mudstone with lesser amounts of sandstone, siltstone and limestone.
These bedrock units are mantled by an extensive blanket of surficial sediments that are dominated by
gravely silt and clay (glacial till) with subordinate amounts of sand & gravel The surficial sediments
range in thickness from several metres to 25 metres (C.J. MacLellan et al, 2002).
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IDENTIFICATION OF RISKS TO WELLS AND AQUIFER

The Lower South River well field (Water Supply Area) is an area comprised of a mixed land use
including residential, commercial, industrial and transportation corridor activity. It could best be
described as residential area with a large mini-home park north of the TCH, with family dwellings
located in and around the fringe area including recently developed subdivisions, older rural homes,
and farms located along the Dunmore Rd. Commercial activity is mainly located along the TCH with
2 service stations, 2 restaurants and 1 motel located downgrade from the well field area.
The potential risks to Lower South River water supply are many given the wellhead proximity to the
Industrial park, the Utility Corridor and the Trans Canada Highway.
The following are potential risks to the Lower South River water supply:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Nova Scotia Power, Inc. including pole hung transformers
Transportation of hazardous liquid materials
Residential Septic tanks
Road Salting
Tree clearing and burning
Above ground (AST) and underground (UST) fuel storage tanks
Equipment and old vehicles stored on a property
Storage of petroleum solvents, lubricating oils, and other chemicals that may used at a
business

The following sections provide discussion on the risks related to specific land use or activity.
3.1

Existing Residential Development

3.1.1

Fuel Tanks

It is common knowledge that rural residents utilize fuel oil for heating, electric baseboard of wood
burning stoves. Fuel fired furnaces require the storage of fuel in a typical 200 gallon tanks that is
usually located at he rear of a dwelling and secured to a base structure of the dwelling itself. When
filling, securing and maintaining these, care should be given to prevent any spillage. There are 29
identified residential fuel heating tanks located either on the TCH, adjacent the Industrial Park and
within the Killiam Properties Glenair Estates. They are located with Zone C and therefore pose some
risk to well contamination. Since a new well has been established, it would be prudent to inform the
existing and any new residents within the protection Zone C that they are in a wellhead protection
area and should take the necessary steps to prevent spillage of heating fuel. The operators of Killiam
LSR Source Water Protection Advisory Committee
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have indicated that if a trailer changes hands and a fuel tank exists, it will have to be removed prior to
the new owner taking residency.
3.1.2

Runoff/Chemical Transport/Septic Systems

Other activities within the three protection zones that might cause risk to the wells and the underlying
aquifer are salting of roads, a few potential septic systems that may fail, and the transportation of
fuels or other hazards that have potential to cause contamination if spilled or leaked onto the ground.
It is known that heating fuel is transported along the Highway and within the Industrial Park as are
other chemicals (propane, solvents etc.) that if spilled could be detrimental to the underlying aquifer.
Road runoff is via vegetated ditching that drains generally away from the well head sites, however
ditching provides a conduit to transport spilled liquids especially on a wet days to lower areas where
they may penetrate the underlying soils and groundwater system. Fortunately the well heads are
situated at a higher elevations than the road system. Management of the application of chemicals as
well as education of haulers would be considered within the Management strategy for protection.
3.2

Recreation

Recreation activities within the local area of Lower South River are generally classified as active
recreation.
Active recreation includes:
$
all terrain vehicle use
$
snowmobile use
$
cycling
These activities do occur within the adjacent road system corridor and sometimes within wood lot
trails and utility corridors. These activities have the potential to accelerate erosion in fields and also
the potential to release fuels to the surface through accidental oil/fuel spills. These activities can be
managed through public education and the development of vehicle restrictive access within certain
areas near a well site.
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Transportation

Potential risks associated with transportation corridors relate to hauling of hazardous materials (fuel,
chemicals, solvents etc.) and road construction. Each is discussed in detail below:
3.3.1

Road and Lot Construction/Maintenance

There was recently is a road extension placed within te Industrial park in the fall of 2007was within
Zone C of the protection zones. This has led to the development of lots in the immediate area. This
development would require the clearing and possible burning of trees, the construction of buildings
and lot development, and would require machinery to accomplish the work. Fuels would be required
in this regard that may increase potential for soil erosion and fuel spillage due to equipment uses.
Road construction upgrades and new facilities are a reality within the Industrial park. It is expected
that all contracts for these projects will ensure adequate erosion control as well as fuel handling and
machinery maintenance.
3.3.2

Hauling of Materials

The following substances that are hauled by truck that have potential to contaminant the aquifer in
the event of a spill:
$
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

Road sand (NSTPW)
Road salt (NSTPW)
Heating Oil (Carriers of fuel)
Diesel fuel (Carriers of fuel)
Gasoline (Carriers of fuel)
Propane (Carriers of fuel)
Solvents (Carriers of solvent)
Waste Oils (Carriers of oils)

If roads are slippery due to weather or blocked for unknown reasons, the potential for spills is evident.
Awareness and education of users of the road system through the identification of the Water Supply
Area and the need for preventative action is a mechanism that is easily implemented by the
Municipality. A contingency plan would assist in the reduction of the impact of a potential spill.
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RISK MANAGEMENT RECOMMENDATIONS

A SWPP contains a variety of management options that work together to effectively manage risks to
groundwater supply wells and its aquifer. These management options fall within a number of
categories referred to as the ABC=s of source water protection. They include the Acquisition of land,
Bylaws, Best Management Practices, Contingency plans, Designation, Education and Stewardship.
Acquisition of Land: The acquisition of land by the Municipality provides for ownership and
subsequent control of activities that would occur on that parcel of land. This would allow for a high
level of protection near the well head. The Municipality does own lands that the wells are situated on
and also are the developers of the Industrial Park. They have fenced individual wellheads and
pumphouse structures and have the ability to restrict as necessary to eliminate and reduce potential
risks, the type of development within the Industrial Park.
Land Use Bylaws - Municipal Planning Strategy: The Municipality of the County of Antigonish is
currently completing draft Fringe Area Planning Strategy which will consider the recommendations
and management options identified in this plan. the Planning strategy provides the mechanism to
develop land use bylaws which might be considered in sensitive areas including the well field and
aquifer area.
Best Management practices: These standardized and accepted practices for activities and products
are practical and effective when trying to minimize and reduce contaminants from reaching well heads
or source water. They can be applied to various aspects of residential development including oil tank
maintenance and installation, construction activities and septic system installation and maintenance.
They are also applicable to industrial and commercial activities in that they can assist in development
of notices regarding SWPPs as well as identification of traffic routes for hauling or carrying
potentially hazardous materials. Recreation activities can also be considered under this mechanism.
Contingency Planning: Contingency Planning provides specific protocols that are followed in the
event of an accident, spill or other mis fortune. The goal of such a plan is to protect the public against
contamination and to ensure the long term viability of the Source Water Supply.
Education and Stewardship: The development and active promotion of an education and
stewardship program is an effective means for protecting wellheads and the aquifer. Education of
stakeholders can reduce the uncertainty of the goals of the Town and can introduce a change in
behavior if necessary. Education also creates a sense of ownership and responsibility among residents
in a water supply area, which can significantly increase the success of other con-current management
practices adopted.
The following sections describe the management options selected to address and reduce the risks
identified in Section 3.0 that may affect the wellheads and aquifer in the Lower South River Area.
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Residential

A risk to the Lower South River water supply has to do with the replacement and maintenance of
residential home heating fuel oil tanks. In addition there are also risks associated with yard storage of
materials and vehicles. The management options selected to address these risks are:
$

$

4.2

The Municipality advise existing and new homeowners within Zone C that hey are in a water
supply protection area and should therefore be aware and take precautions when replacing and
maintaining fuel oil tanks. Storage of derelict vehicles should not be promoted and is not
endorsed.
Develop a homeowner education flyer to assist the residents in understanding the importance
of maintaining oil tanks and the potential impact they have on the water system if
malfunctioning. The information would be based on NSDEL literature for Oil tanks as well
as Dos and Don=ts with regard to storage of materials on property. A public meeting could
occur to discuss with and present material to those residents in the immediate area. Mapping
of the protection zones and their limits would be made available.
Industrial

The hauling of hazardous chemicals and the placement of road salts through protection zones B & C
create a risk on the aquifer. If activities associated with the day to day movement of materials are not
managed properly, than runoff and migration of contaminants to the groundwater system may occur.
The transportation of chemicals to and from the industrial park occupants and their businesses as well
as the proper handling and storage at the site are critical to the protection of the water supply. The
following recommendation as developed through the Source Water Protection Plan is provided.
$
$
$

4.3

Determine the status of an Emergency Response plan for the community in the event of a
spill.
Provide information flyers or brochures to present best management practices for fuel storage,
spill clean-up, chemical storage for consideration if not already known.
Develop signs and place in the field that advise the public, haulers of chemicals and operators
of facilities that a Municipality of the County of Antigonish Water Supply is directly below
the roadway and they need to consider responsible actions when conducting day to day
activities in the area.
Recreation

Active Recreation within the Industrial Park and specifically Zone B of the Wellfield area is an
activity in which residents and neighboring people participate in. Active recreational activities along
utility corridors and roadways are available, some of which result in appropriate access to restricted
lands, access to water features as well as extensive use of controlled areas. In an effort to improve
conditions in these areas while promoting recreation and protecting the aquifer, the following are
recommended for consideration:
LSR Source Water Protection Advisory Committee
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Provide education materials as identified above for property owners that educate the general
public on the water supply extent and measures that they may consider when accessing
recreational areas.
Establish signs along trails/roadway that identify the water supply area and that responsible
actions are promoted within these areas including picking up after pets, restricting vehicle
access to designated areas and litter control.
Transportation

The Committee recognizes the potential impact of hauling and carrying hazardous materials through
the protection zones of the production wells. To better educate the haulers of such materials the
following is recommended:
$

$
$

The Municipality of the County of Antigonish place signs at the entrance of the Industrial
Park as well as on the entrance and exit point of Zone C along the Trans Canada Highway
which will advise users of the road that they are entering a Source Water Protection Area and
that they are advised to take the necessary actions to eliminate the potential for spills and
accidents.
The NSTPW staff assess and determine the applicable method and materials for road deicing
in an attempt to reduce the quantity of road salt application in the immediate area of the
protection Zones.
The NSTPW department ensure that all road works undertaken by staff or contractors employ
the necessary containment devices for temporary fuel storage and erosion controls to reduce
the potential for migration of sediments from construction sites. This can be achieved through
the inclusion of wording in all contracts and purchase orders.
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IMPLEMENTATION

Following the adoption of the SWPP by Council the management strategies that have been identified
to manage potential risks to the well heads and aquifer, must be implemented. The measures
identified in the management strategy that can be implemented through municipal planning and
zoning, education, sign placement and actual improvements in the field. Generally they consist of:
$

Develop a broad education and stewardship program outlining the purpose and status of the
management plan and opportunities for participation. This could be presented in the form of a
news letter and include information on the wells, roads, recreation amenities, traffic routes, oil
tanks and general stewardship initiatives. Promote feedback from residential and business
owners.

$

Establish signage at all access points to the Protection Zones as well as the Industrial Park
indicating that the area is a Source Water Protection Area and provide contact information in
case of emergency.

$

Review existing Contingency Plans and Emergency response protocols to identify gaps and
updates as necessary.

The remaining strategies identified in section 4.0 are listed in the following chart as a BMP or other
mechanism with their respective schedule for implementation.
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Lower South River Water Supply - Source Water Protection Plan
Implementation Timetable
2008

Management Strategy
Develop/Implement SWPP Education Program
Review Existing Contingency/Emergency Response Plans
Establish Signage at TCH and at Industrial Park
Develop Business/Resident Information Flyer/Brochure
Distribute Business/Resident Information Package
Develop Transportation BMP's
Distribute Transportation BMP's
Develop Contingency Plan for Accidental Spills/Accidents
Monitor road de-icing products and application levels
Establish monitoring sites, Monitor observation wells

Apr - Jun

Jul - Sep

2009
Oct - Dec

Jan - Mar

Apr - Jun

2010
Jul - Sep

Oct - Dec

Jan - Mar

Apr - Jun
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EVALUATION and MONITORING

The Municipality has recently upgrade the Lower South River water supply, its treatment and storage
as well as extending the supply into the village of St. Andrews. The Water Utility Operators have
been dealing with water supply issues for many years and have also seen improvements. Residents in
the surrounding areas have been dealing individual wells with both water quality and quantity issues.
It is a priority that protection of the Upgraded Lower South River Water Supply be maintained by the
residents, the SWPAC and the Municipality.
Regular monitoring at the production well heads and treatment buildings is a requirement of the
NSEL and conducted by the Municipal staff. This data is typically collected and summarized and
could therefore be utilized as baseline data once the Source Water Protection Plan is established. The
dormant wells that have been taken out of production could be utilized as monitoring wells when the
need to assess migration of a contaminant arises. These wells would assist when evaluating any
occurrences of spills or potential risks in this area.
In an effort to assess whether the management activities are effective or to determine whether a
specific activity may be impacting on the aquifer and groundwater system, these wells can be accessed
to obtain samples that would be tested for indicator parameters to show whether a particular
contaminant has entered the aquifer. In doing so, the following should be considered by the SWPAC
and the Municipality of the County of Antigonish for implementation as and addition to the annual
monitoring that is ongoing by the Water Utility.
$
$
$
$
$
$
$

On a seasonal basis, identify any changes in potential External Source Contamination
Communicate with the Water Utility annually to determine whether water quality data from
production well has shown any changes or gradual increases in parameters.
Prepare a brief annual report on the observations and monitoring data for review by the
SWPAC, the Municipality such that adjustments to the Protection Plan can be identified
and considered.
Prepare an inventory of above ground residential and Industrial fuel oil tanks that are within
the three protection zones such that an annual visits can occur to confirm tank integrity and
security.
Observe recreational activities on a seasonal basis to record extent of activity, location and
type and whether impact is occurring that might lead to contamination to the aquifer.
Confirm annually, the application volumes of de-icing products.
Determine through resident and business owner input (questionnaire) whether awareness of
the Well Head and Source Water Protection Plan is on the rise. (This has been initiated as part
of the Protection Plan development and described below).
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Business Owner Contact

A description of the Site name, its activity and potential source of contaminant as inventoried through
field observations and property owner survey is contained in Appendix C, Table No. 2. Business
owners in the well field protection area were contacted in two specific situations:
$

A mail out questionnaire complete with letter description of the SWP Plan development, risk
table information, management practices and mapping was hand delivered to all property
owners within and close proximity of the three protection zones. This questionnaire was
issued in anticipation of comments either being positive or negative on the proposed plan.
Three responses were received, two via the phone and another in letter format.

$

Door to Door follow-up to all parties within the industrial park that did not return or fill out
the questionnaire was undertaken in an effort to gain stakeholder comments, concerns or
issues with the proposed Protection Plan as well as information on their particular property
and operation as applicable. Most businesses were inventoried through this mechanism.
Overall a positive response was noted within the industrial park as well as the local mini home
residential community.

The majority of businesses and homeowners in and around the Source Water Protection Area were
very cooperative and aware of the surrounding wellfield. The inventory of residential and
industrial/commercial users focused on the presence of above ground and underground storage tanks,
and any other activities or materials on the property that would be considered a potential source of
contamination. (See Appendices for a typical questionnaire).
The Source Water Protection Plan should be reviewed annually by all interested parties and may
progress over time to address new issues as they evolve.

Respectfully Submitted,

Alan J. Bond, Chair
Lower South River Source Water Protection Advisory Committee
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Appendix A
Draft Terms of Reference (TOR)

Appendix B
Drawings/Figures

County of Antigonish - Source Water Protection Plan
•
•
•
•
•

Street Name: Angus MacQuarrie Drive
Owner’s Name Scotia Diesel Ltd
Occupant’s Name Scotia Diesel
Mailing Address
Residence/building/property greater than 30m from WELL?

Figure No. 1
Civic No
PID No
Phone No
863-4485
Postal Code
Yes ( % )
No ( )

FUEL OIL STORAGE
•
Nature of Heating Fuel Storage
Size
2 x 250 gal.
1000 gal.
gal.

Above ground tank
AST
Below ground tank

Age (years)

Type
waste oil
propane

•

Are there sealed caps on the fuel lines that fill the tank, location , size and type (

•

Problems with Fuel Oil Storage
History of leaks
History of spills
Evidence of odours
Staining of soils
Other
Site drainage around tank
Ultimate discharge point

•

Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes

(
(
(
(

)
)
)
)

)

No
No
No
No

(%)
(% )
(% )
(% )

OTHER SOURCES OF POTENTIAL CONTAMINATION
•

Nature of contaminant

Derelict vehicles
no
Abandoned drums
Septic System/Field
municipal system
Service station
%
Industrial containers
%
Other Source
Provide description: solvents/ small oil containers (20 litre) on site but inside. new oils and solvents. heavy
equipment garage (new)
•
How far is the potential source from the well head?
(m)
•
Is there protection/containment of the source?
Y/N
If yes describe
•
Has there been any spills associated with the source? Y/N
•
If so, has the area affected by the source been remediated/rehabilitated? Y/N When
n/a
•
Is the source up gradient or down gradient from the wellhead Up ( )
Down (% )

LAND USE
•
•

Type of land use Residential ( )
Commercial (%) Industrial ( )
Institutional ( ) Transportation ( )
Any intention of sub-division of property ?
Yes
( )

No

(% )

•

If so how many lots
map

•

Have you ever encountered a problem with fuel or other hazardous substances on your property (ie
foundation excavation)? no
If so, at where and at what depth?

Date of Inspection

Inspector Signature

; what year most probable on line

Agricultural ( )

Oct. 20/ 2006

Had tour of garage with co-owner

and indicate where on reverse side

(Ronnie) (Steve Hart)
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